### Duties and Responsibilities
Tutors at Licton Springs will help with a variety of activities in the classroom and out. You will be assisting with 2nd and/or 3rd grade scholars during 'Walk-to-Reading' you will lead a reading group, following the teachers guidelines based on the groups reading level (helping sound out new words, taking the lead if students get frustrated with a text, etc). Tutors will push in to classes for in-context reading support (reading support in science and math) and pull students out for guided reading support. (Teachers will provide instruction for these supports)

### Minimum Qualifications
Desire to work with children learning to read and to help them reach their reading goals. Ability to follow a scripted program, and adapt based on individual needs.

### Educational Benefits
Tutors will gain experience teaching reading to individuals and small groups. You will also gain understanding of classroom environments and class/student management.

### Additional Information
Licton Springs is a small (175 students) diverseK-8 school emphasizing creative, hands-on learning, community engagement & culturally responsive practices that nurture respect. We incorporate Native experiences, cultures, and historical perspectives.